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In vector algebra, this is called the dot (or inner) product of the
vectors. The dot product of two vectors is a scalar equal to the
product of the magnitudes of the vectors times the cosine of the
angle between them. Therefore, in vector language, we can write
the work done by a (constant) force F on an object experiencing
a displacement as:
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Is work scalar?



Is momentum a vector quantity?



Is energy a scalar or vector?



What is scalar and vector quantities?



Status: Resolved Answers: 8

SI unit: joule (J)
Derivations from other quantities: â€¦

In SI base units: 1 kgâ‹…m²â‹…sâˆ’2
Common symbols: W

Why is work a scalar and not a vector? - Stack Exchange
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/82157/why-is-work-a...
Edit: As said by @anna: Please also note that work is part of the energy in a system
(work and energy) and energy is a scalar. If it were not so we would not be talking of â€¦

Is work a scalar or vector? - Quora
https://www.quora.com/Is-work-a-scalar-or-vector
Work is defined as the dot product of the force vector and the displacement vector.
[math]W = \vec{ F}\cdot\vec{ d} = ||\vec{ F}|| \ ||\vec{ d}|| \cos\theta[/math] where
[math]\theta[/math] is the angle between the force and displacement, and [math]||\vec{
v}||[/math] denotes magnitude of vector [math]\vec{ v}[/math].

is work a vector or a scaler quantity?? | Yahoo Answers
https://in.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080423050200AAJ3yLo
Apr 23, 2008 · A vector quantity is a more sophisticated format of quantity than a scalar
quantity, in the sense that it requires several numbers to have meaning. Vector â€¦

What is a vector art file? - Vision Design
https://www.visiondesign.com/what-is-a-vector-art-file
This post will tell you what a vector art file is, ... Our Work; Digital Marketing. Paid
Search ... What is a vector art file?

Scalars and Vectors - Glenn Research Center
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/WWW/K-12/airplane/vectors.html
May 05, 2015 · A quantity which does not depend on direction is called a scalar quantity.
Vector quantities have two characteristics, ... The energy, work ...

Why work is scalar quantity when both displacement and
...
https://www.quora.com/Why-work-is-scalar-quantity-when-both...
Why work is scalar quantity when both displacement and force are ... Some things in
physics are scalars: distance, speed, magnitude of a vector, mass, time, energy, work.

Vector graphics - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vector_graphics
Vector graphics are computer graphics images ... Each of these points has a definite
position on the x-and y-axis of the work plane and determines the ...

Overview · Operation

Vectors - Maths Resources
https://www.mathsisfun.com/algebra/vectors.html
Vectors. This is a vector: ... The two vectors ... Vectors also work perfectly well in 3 or
more dimensions: The vector (1,4,5)

Dot Product - Math Is Fun
https://www.mathsisfun.com/algebra/vectors-dot-product.html
They can be multiplied using the "Dot Product" ... not a vector). The Dot Product is
written using a central dot: ... Both methods work!

Work (physics) - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Work_(physics)
where Ï† is the angle of rotation about the constant unit vector S. In this case, the work
of the torque becomes, = ...

Units · Work and energy · Constraint forces · Mathematical calculation
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